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Paperback | $21.99
Fiction
Midnight Ink

May 8, 2019
Ctn Qty: 36
336 pages
5.25" x 8.00"

9780738758695

The Jean Harlow Bombshell
A Classic Star Biography Mystery #1
Mollie Cox Bryan

When it comes to writing Golden Age Hollywood biographies, the pen is deadlier than the sword Justine Turner
is a world-famous biographer of Hollywood stars. She's also Charlotte Donovan's overbearing boss. So it
comes as no surprise to Charlotte when Justine requests an emergency meeting related to her latest in-
progress biography. It is a surprise, though, when Justine up and dies before their urgent discussion can
begin. In the wake of such a tragedy, all Charlotte wants to do is finish the Jean Harlow biography that Justine
had started. Instead, she finds herself in grave danger—stalked both online and in person by a drop-dead Jean
Harlow look-alike. Together with police sergeant Den Brophy, Charlotte uncovers shocking revelations. But will
these revelations be enough to catch the killer? Praise: "The Jean Harlow Bombshell is a page-turner, a
modern whodunit threaded with Golden Age Hollywood glamour. Its protagonist, Charlotte Donovan, is a sleuth
for our times, flawed, bright, and eminently relatable. Factor in the delicious elements of romance, friendship,
and family, and you have a mystery as captivating as Jean Harlow's (still missing) star sapphire ring."—Jess
Lourey, author of Salem's Cipher and Mercy's Chase

Paperback | $21.99
Fiction
Midnight Ink

May 8, 2019
Ctn Qty: 34
360 pages
5.25" x 8.00"

9780738756547

Breaking the Dance
A World of Spies Mystery #2
Clare O'Donohue

Tango and torment await married college professors on an unwanted junket to Argentina Husband and wife
college professors Hollis and Finn Larsson think their days as accidental spies are behind them. But, just weeks
into a new school year, a mysterious envelope arrives containing two passports. The photos are of Hollis and
Finn but the names are Janet and Tim McCabe. Within hours, the couple is forced onto a private plane headed
to Argentina, with an Interpol mission to find Irish art thief Declan Murphy and a haphazard plan to get home
with their lives, and marriage, intact. As clues take them from the mountainous north through the tango halls of
Buenos Aires to the southernmost tip of Tierra del Fuego, they rush to find Declan and escape from the
clutches of "the man who doesn't exist."

Paperback | $21.99
Fiction
Midnight Ink

May 8, 2019
Ctn Qty: 44
288 pages
5.25" x 8.00"

9780738752440

For a Good Paws
A Barkery & Biscuits Mystery #5
Linda O Johnston

Barkery owner Carrie Kennersly is leashed with a tale of two culprits When Carrie Kennersley, owner of a two-
part bakery that serves tasty treats to both dogs and humans, learns that a local killer is being paroled, she
worries that danger will come barking at her door. Ten years ago, Mike Holpurn was convicted of murdering the
first female mayor of Knobcone Heights. Now, shortly after his release, Holpurn puts the whole town on edge by
yelling at the former mayor's husband, Henry Schulzer. After Schulzer is found dead, everyone assumes
Holpurn is the culprit. But Carrie thinks there's more to the story, especially since Holpurn claims Schulzer was
the one who killed the mayor. Carrie is determined to uncover the truth, even if it means things will get ruff.

Paperback | $21.99
Fiction
Midnight Ink

Jun 8, 2019
Ctn Qty: 36
312 pages
5.25" x 8.00"

9780738760070

A Shot of Murder
A Lucky Whiskey Mystery #1
J A Kazimer

When it comes to murder, sometimes it's better to be lucky than good Ten years after leaving the small town of
Gett, Florida, for Hollywood stardom, Charlotte "Charms" Lucky, who has never quite lived up to her surname,
returns home to run the Lucky Whiskey distillery while her grandfather recovers from a heart attack. Making
whiskey is harder than Charlotte imagined, especially with longtime rivals and resentful townsfolk interfering at
every turn. She'll need more than a lucky charm to keep the family afloat, especially when she discovers her
former high school boyfriend's pickled corpse in a Lucky Whiskey cask, and her grandfather is arrested for the
murder. Charlotte has one shot to clear his name and save the family business, and that is to find the real killer
among a town full of suspects.

Paperback | $21.99
Fiction
Midnight Ink

Jun 8, 2019
Ctn Qty: 34
360 pages
5.25" x 8.00"

9780738758381

Cherry Scones & Broken Bones
A Very Cherry Mystery #2
Darci Hannah

For the Cherry Orchard Inn, "Cherry scones to die for" turns out to be all too true Tainted by a recent murder,
the Cherry Orchard Inn is struggling to attract guests . . . until celebrated portrait painter, Silvia Lumiere, books
a room for the summer. Whitney Bloom, the inn's new manager, can't believe her good luck. Between her
scrumptious cherry scones and the painter's remarkable talent, the inn swiftly becomes the center of the Cherry
Cove art scene. However, all is not the bowl of cherries it appears. There's a rotten core in the portrait painter
that only Whitney and her friends can see. And just as Whitney's baking skills and patience are pushed to their
limits, another death occurs at the inn. With all fingers pointing at her, Whitney realizes it will take all her cherry-
tastic talents to bake her way out of this one.
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Paperback | $23.99
Fiction
Midnight Ink

Jul 8, 2019
Ctn Qty: 24
408 pages
5.25" x 8.00"

9780738761305

Murderabilia

Carl Vonderau

The son of a serial killer must reconcile with his own dark past and stop a new string of murders
William MacNary was eight years old when his father went to prison. Since then, he's carefully built a life as a
family man and a private banker for the wealthy. He tries to forget that his father dismembered and
photographed thirteen women. And he tries to forget those exquisitely composed photos of severed hands,
heads, and feet that launched the "murderabilia" art market. William has not spoken to his father for thirty-one
years. No one at his tony bank knows whose son he is. Not until his wife's colleague is murdered and carved
up in the same way his father would have done it. All the evidence points to William. And only one person can
understand the copycat killer—the monster William hasn't seen since he was a child. Praise: "Murderabilia [is]
a story that will lay a cold finger of dread on the back of your neck. Vonderau is a terrific writer who has written
a terrific book."—Karin Slaughter, New York Times bestselling author of The Good Daughter "Murderabilia is a
dark, tense, sophisticated story about just how deep and far the sins of the father can reach into the innocent
lives of his children. Carl Vonderau is a new (and very scary) voice."—Jacquelyn Mitchard, author of The Deep
End of The Ocean "Murderabilia offers a rare insider's view into the mysterious world of private banking.
International landscapes, deep family secrets, and religious overtones create the perfect backdrop for a brilliant
debut. Vonderau's fresh prose and heart-stopping twists promise that he is a writer to watch!"—K.J. Howe,
internationally bestselling author of The Freedom Broker and Skyjack

Paperback | $21.99
Fiction
Midnight Ink

Jul 8, 2019
Ctn Qty: 44
288 pages
5.25" x 8.00"

9780738757841

Last Supper
A Maggie Lewis Mystery #2
Paula Matter

Newly hired short-order cook Maggie Lewis learns the hard way that too many secrets will spoil the stew After
losing her VFW job, financially strapped Maggie Lewis finds a sweet gig as a cook at her favorite diner in North
DeSoto, Florida. Despite some minor mishaps in the kitchen and money still being tight, Maggie starts to regain
her sense of security...until her least favorite customer, persnickety spinster Helen Pritchard, comes down with
food poisoning. When an outbreak of salmonella sickens several patrons, and the health department shows up
at their door, it becomes clear that someone is out to sabotage Maggie's boss and close down the diner. With
the help of her tenant, newly licensed PI Michael Bradley, Maggie must track down the culprit before he kills
more than just the business. Praise for the Maggie Lewis Mysteries: "A heroine who's not only feisty, but
sometimes downright funny as well."—Kirkus Reviews "Fans of Terry Shames, Bill Crider, and Steven F. Havill
will want to get to know Maggie."—Booklist "Smart, funny. You'll want to run a tab."—Hallie Ephron, New York
Times bestselling author

Hardcover | $34.99
Fiction
Midnight Ink

Aug 8, 2019
Ctn Qty: 36
312 pages
5.25" x 8.00"

9780738761312

The Third Mrs. Durst

Ann Aguirre

Some people just need killing. Marlena Altizer Durst lives in her husband's shadow. He controls her every move
—what she wears, the food she eats, and the friends she's allowed to make. If she disobeys, there
are...consequences. And he has all the power. To outsiders, it seems that she leads a fairy-tale life. But nobody
ever wonders if Cinderella was happy after she married the prince. Marlena has traded freedom and safety for
luxurious imprisonment, and most days, that seems like a bad bargain. Death may be the only exit she's
allowed. Just like his first wife. And his second. Unless she flips the script. Some people just need killing.
Praise: "Twisty, fascinating, and gently edgy, this mixture of vintage Hollywood and contemporary New York
will delight fans of the traditional mystery as well as those craving a modern read. Loved it!"—Hank Phillippi
Ryan, nationally bestselling author of Trust Me "The Third Mrs. Durst is a slow, dark burn that leads to a
fantastic explosion of an ending."—Victoria Helen Stone, bestselling author of Jane Doe

Paperback | $21.99
Fiction
Midnight Ink

Aug 8, 2019
Ctn Qty: 40
312 pages
5.25" x 8.00"

9780738760360

The Time for Murder is Meow
A Purr N' Bark Pet Shop Mystery #1
T C LoTempio

Shell and her two furry sidekicks must cat-ch a killer to save their pet shop Crishell "Shell" McMillan sees the
cancellation of her TV series as a blessing in disguise. The former actress can now take over her late aunt's pet
shop, the Purr N' Bark, and do something she loves. While getting the shop ready for re-opening, Shell is asked
to loan her aunt's Cary Grant posters to the local museum for an exhibit. She finds the prospect exciting—until
a museum board member, who had a long-standing feud with Shell's aunt, votes against it. When she
discovers the board member dead in the museum, Shell becomes suspect number one. Can she, her Siamese
cat Kahlua, and her new sidekick—her aunt's Persian Purrday—find the real culprit, or will her latest career go
up in kitty litter?

Paperback | $21.99
Fiction
Midnight Ink

Aug 8, 2019
Ctn Qty: 40
312 pages
5.25" x 8.00"

9780738752983

Hollywood Hack
A Detective by Day Mystery #3
Kellye Garrett

Dayna Anderson has proven she can hack it as a private eye, but can she crack the firewall of a big-
time cover-up? 
Dayna Anderson's transition from semi-famous actress to semi-successful private eye hasn't been a financial
gold mine like she'd hoped, so a breaking news alert about Hollywood's latest 'It Girl' getting hacked barely
registers on her give-a-crap list. But then Dayna learns her tech genius friend Emme tops the list of suspects.
Dayna's determined to protect her friend at any cost and that means doing whatever she can to find the real
hacker. When her investigation uncovers a deadly cover-up on the set of one of the year's most anticipated
films, she gets a front row look at the world of big-time movies and big-time gambles, discovering exactly how
far people will go to protect Hollywood's moneymakers. Praise for Hollywood Ending: Named Best of 2018 by
Suspense Magazine "Garrett continues to build an appealingly quirky crime-solving team."—Kirkus Reviews
"Garrett, who wrote for TV's Cold Case, brings a smart insider's view of contemporary Hollywood to this
lighthearted series."—Publishers Weekly "Fans of Janet Evanovich's Stephanie Plum series will feel right at
home."—Library Journal "Day's funny and determined, the sort of woman who really WOULD make a
wisecrack when faced with danger."—Donna Andrews, New York Times bestselling author of the Meg
Langslow series "Kellye Garrett's Hollywood Ending glitters with stardust. A fun, fast-paced mystery, it's
definitely an A-lister."—Elaine Viets, author of the Dead-End Job mysteries "Fasten your seatbelts. A star is
born!"—Nancy Martin, author of the Blackbird Sisters mysteries "An entertaining whodunit that provides readers
a peek behind Hollywood's star-studded curtain."—Diane Kelly, award-winning author Praise for Hollywood
Homicide: Winner of the 2018 Agatha Award for Best First Novel Winner of the 2018 Anthony Award for Best
First Novel Winner of the 2018 Lefty Award for Best Debut Winner of the 2018 IPPY Gold Medal for Best First
Book "[A] winning first novel and series launch…Garrett writes with humor and insight about the Hollywood
scene."—Publishers Weekly (starred review) "A smart, sassy debut."—Library Journal (starred review) and
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Paperback | $21.99
Fiction
Midnight Ink

Sep 8, 2019
Ctn Qty: 36
336 pages
5.25" x 8.00" x 1.00"

9780738754284

A Means to An End
A Cold Case Investigation #3
Lissa Marie Redmond

Buffalo police detective Lauren Riley risks her life to close the book for good on a killer who's never paid for his
crimes. When cold case detective Lauren Riley returns to work after being stabbed by a fellow police officer, it's
clear that her troubles are far from over. The body of a young woman has been found in the same woods as a
murder victim from one of Lauren's most horrifying cases. It doesn't take long for Lauren to be back at square
one confronting David Spencer, the quietly deranged man she could never prove was a killer. Lauren convinces
the police chief to put together a task force to uncover the connections between the brutal slaying of both
women and the murder of two cops. But things go south quickly, forcing Lauren into a deadly game that she
can't afford to lose.

Paperback | $21.99
Fiction
Midnight Ink

Sep 8, 2019
Ctn Qty: 36
360 pages
5.25" x 8.00" x 1.00"

9780738760902

Fiddling with Fate
A Chloe Ellefson Mystery #10
Kathleen Ernst

Chloe has a devil of a time unraveling the mysteries of Norway's fiddle and dance traditions After her mother's
unexpected death, curator Chloe Ellefson discovers hidden antiques that hint at family secrets. Determined to
find answers, Chloe accepts a consultant job in Norway, her ancestors' homeland. She's thrilled with the
opportunity to explore Hardanger fiddle and dance traditions . . . and her own heritage. Once their plane lands,
however, Chloe and her fiancé, cop Roelke McKenna, encounter only disharmony. Chloe's research reveals
strong women and the importance of fiddle music in their lives. But folklore warns against "the devil's
instrument" and old evils may yet linger among the fjords and mountains. As Chloe fine-tunes her search for the
truth, a killer's desire to stop her builds to a deadly crescendo.

Paperback | $21.99
Fiction
Midnight Ink

Sep 8, 2019
Ctn Qty: 44
264 pages
5.25" x 8.00" x 1.00"

9780738752266

A Curio Killing
A Keepsake Cove Mystery #3
Mary Ellen Hughes

Callie finds treble in Keepsake Cove when her ex-boyfriend is framed for murder Callie Reed is looking forward
to her first Keepsake Cove spring festival. But her excitement dims considerably when she learns that her ex-
boyfriend, Hank, will be performing with one of the hired country-western bands. Callie vows to keep her
distance, but that changes when the band's manager, Bobby Linville, is found dead, killed with the music box
Hank bought at Callie's shop. Hank is soon singing a sad tune in a detention center with Callie his only lifeline.
Though thoroughly aware of his many faults, she knows violence and murder aren't in his blood. But that means
one of her fellow Keepsake Cove residents must be hiding a dark secret—something Callie desperately needs
to uncover.
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